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Abstract
The ubiquity of smartphone usage in many people’s lives make it a rich source of
information about a person’s mental and cognitive state. In this work we analyze
12 weeks of phone usage data from 113 older adults, 31 with diagnosed cognitive
impairment and 82 without. We develop structured models of users’ smartphone
interactions to reveal differences in phone usage patterns between people with
and without cognitive impairment. In particular, we focus on inferring specific
types of phone usage sessions that are predictive of cognitive impairment. Our
model achieves an AUROC of 0.79 when discriminating between healthy and
symptomatic subjects, and its interpretability enables novel insights into which
aspects of phone usage strongly relate with cognitive health in our dataset.
1 Introduction & Related Work
The ubiquity of smartphone usage in many people’s lives make it a rich source of information
about a person’s mental and cognitive state. Here, we solely focus on app usage patterns and
investigate to what extent they are informative about a person’s cognitive health. There has been
significant past work on analyzing smartphone app usage patterns in general (e.g., [5, 13, 11, 17, 12]),
including many studies that predict user behaviour and characteristics based on app usage (e.g.,
[1, 9, 3, 20, 21, 2, 19, 22, 18]). Most closely related to our work are prior studies that aim to predict
cognitive health and abilities from smartphone usage [10, 7, 14]. Gordon et al. [14] analyzed the
relationship between app usage and cognitive function in healthy older adults. Characteristics of app
usage such as number of apps installed, the average app duration or app usage by hour of the day was
shown to be informative of Cogstate Brief Battery [15] test scores. Chen et al. [7] integrate a larger
number of data sources, including passively sensed data (e.g., activity data, heart rate, phone usage,
sleep data), survey responses (mood, energy), and apps testing specific psycho-motor functions (e.g.,
typing speed) into one model. Using an ensemble of gradient boosted trees [8] on 1k hand-engineered
features, they achieve an area under the receiver-operator curve (AUROC) of 0.77 discriminating
between healthy and symptomatic subjects. Inspired by these results, we address the same task as [7]
while using only data sources related to app usage. Our model uses unsupervised learning to find
different types of interaction sessions in a user’s app stream. When combining the learned session
types with supervised prediction of cognitive health, we obtain an AUROC of 0.79.
Through a number of ablation studies we demonstrate the importance of different model design
decisions, including learned app embeddings, segmenting of the app stream into sessions, and
clustering the sessions into session types. Finally, the interpretable structure of our model reveals
novel insights into what aspects of phone usage have a strong relationship with cognitive health in
our dataset. For example, we find that the relation between important apps such as Messages and
cognitive health completely changes depending on what other apps are used in the same session.
As such, the notion of sessions, and the learned structure of such session content, is critical to our
performance; solely examining which apps are commonly used by an individual is not sufficient.
∗Work done during an internship at Apple.
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Figure 1: Overview of model architecture.
2 Dataset
We use a subset of the data collected in a 12-week feasibility study which monitored 31 people with
clinically diagnosed cognitive impairment and 82 healthy controls in normal living conditions [7].
The age range of the subjects was between 60 and 75 with a median age of 66 and 66% of the subjects
were female. In particular, we analyze the app usage event streams that consist of the timestamps and
app identity of all app openings and closings for each user over the course of the study. Furthermore,
we use the phone unlock/lock event streams that consist of the time-stamps for all phone unlock and
lock events. Overall this data amounts to more than 800k app launches and 230k phone unlock events.
More elaborate details on the study design, data collection and the full dataset can be found in [7].
3 Model Description
Our model first segments the app event stream of each user into a stream of interaction sessions using
the phone unlock/lock event stream (Fig. 1a). Thus all apps that are opened in between a pair of phone
unlock and lock events are grouped into the same session. To represent the many different apps in the
dataset in a way that encodes similarity between apps, we train a 50-dimensional embedding in the
same way as the popular word2vec [16] by considering each user to be a “sentence” and predicting
each app from the three apps before and after it in time. To obtain a single vector representation ~s of
each session, we average the embeddings of all apps within each session.
Next, we use k-means to cluster all session vectors in the dataset to identify different session types
(Fig. 1b). A user’s app usage is then represented by a time-series of session types (Fig. 1c).
Finally, we summarize the time series of each user by counting the session types (Fig. 1d). For each
user, we normalize the absolute session counts by the number of days the user participated in the
study. In addition, we rescale all features of all users together such that the overall mean is 1 (to make
the size of the features independent of the number of clusters). These features are then used as input
to an L1-regularized logistic regressor to classify users as healthy or symptomatic (Fig. 1e).
4 Experiments & Results
Since the number of users, N, in our dataset is small, we perform our experiments using N leave-one-
out (LOO) train/test splits. For each of the N splits we select model hyper-parameters via a second
LOO cross-validation loop on the N-1 training subjects. The model parameters consist of the logistic
regression weights and the hyper-parameters consist of (i) the number of session types, K, used for
the session clustering and (ii) the inverse regularization strength, C, for the logistic regression. We
evaluate the final performance by computing AUROC using the predicted probabilities from each of
the N left out test subjects [6] (Table 1). Our full model achieves a test AUROC of 0.79, which is
slightly higher than the 0.77 reported in [7] that used a much larger range set of input features.2
As described in Section 3, our full model entails segmenting the app stream into sessions, embedding
apps into a vector space and averaging them to get session vectors, and clustering session vectors into
session types. Here, we systematically evaluate the impact of each of these model design choices on
our ability to predict cognitive health using ablation studies.
Our first baseline (B1) tests the importance of grouping the app event stream into interaction sessions
using the unlock/lock stream. Instead of aggregating and clustering phone usage at the session level,
2Note though that [7] uses random 70/30 train/test splits instead of LOO for evaluation. This may limit their
performance given the small size of the dataset.
2
Table 1: Comparison to baseline models.
Model Full Model B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 Chance
Test AUROC 0.79 0.75 0.69 0.75 0.61 0.72 0.53 0.50
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Figure 2: Analysis of session types with highest impact on classification.
we cluster the individual app embeddings directly. We observe that performance drops from 0.79 to
0.75 when not grouping the app event stream in terms of sessions.
Our next three baselines (B2, B3, B4) aim to isolate the effect of the learned app embeddings. In B2,
we randomly permute the assignment between apps and their embeddings and find that performance
drops from 0.79 to 0.69. In B3 and B4, we replace the learned app embeddings with one-hot vectors
encoding the app identity (B3) or coarser-scale App Store category (B4) of the app. Session vectors
are obtained by averaging the one-hot app vectors and a user is represented as the sum over session
vectors instead of counts over learned session types. While both B3 (0.75) and B4 (0.61) perform
worse than our full model, the much larger drop for B4 indicates that App Store categories do not
retain sufficient information to support the down-stream classification.
Our final two baselines (B5, B6) have the least structure, using one-hot encodings instead of learned
embeddings (like B3 and B4) and no session aggregation (like B1). Each user is represented as
a vector of counts of the different apps (B5) or App Store categories (B6). Again, we find that
performance decreases (B3→B5: 0.75→0.72, B4→B6: 0.61→0.53) when not grouping the app
event stream into sessions.
5 Model Introspection
For our first analysis, we fit the model to all N subjects and analyse the four session types with
the highest contribution to the model decision in either direction (Fig. 2). The contribution of
a session type is measured by the product between the regression weight and the corresponding
feature’s value summed over all subjects (weight · sum of feature). To characterize each session
type we report the app closest to the cluster center 3 and the most common session in the session
3As described in section 3, each session type is a cluster in the app2vec embedding space.
3
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Figure 3: Twenty different users, five for each combination of healthy (right) or symptomatic (left)
and high score (top) or low score (bottom). For each of these users, we list the three sessions with the
largest contribution to the respective high or low score.
type. Furthermore, for the 15 most common apps in the dataset, we visualize the difference between
the app distribution in each session type and the overall distribution of apps in the dataset (Fig. 2,
bar plots). The four session types that are most strongly associated with a high symptomatic score
are dominated by Call and Phone, Messages and Mail, Mail and Safari, and Settings (Fig. 2 upper
half), followed by Clock and Calendar (not shown). Session types most strongly related to a low
score for symptomatic are dominated by Messages, Safari, Mail and Facebook and one session type
consisting of many less frequent apps and thus difficult to summarize. We observe a very interesting
dependency of the influence of a session type on the interplay between multiple apps. The session
types dominated by Messages and Mail or Mail and Safari strongly increase the model’s predicted
score for symptomatic, whereas session types dominated by single Messages or single Safari sessions
or by Mail and Facebook strongly decrease it.
To better understand our model’s prediction for individual subjects, we use the N models resulting
from the LOO procedure and analyze which sessions cause them to (mis-)classify the respective test
subjects. Inference in our model is linear and thus we know the contribution of each session of a user
to the model’s prediction. In Fig. 3 we show twenty different users, five for each combination of
healthy (right) or symptomatic (left) and high score (top) or low score (bottom). For each of these
users, we list the three sessions with the largest contribution to the respective high or low score. For
subjects with a high score (top) the most contributing single app sessions contain Phone, Calendar
and Clock. For subjects with a low score (bottom) the most contributing single app sessions contain
Messages, Instagram and Camera. As in our first analysis, we see that the impact of apps such as
Messages or Mail strongly depends on the surrounding apps in the session. When Messages shares
a session with Mail or Safari it strongly increases the predicted score. When Messages is alone or
in a session with Facebook or Instagram it strongly decreases the predicted score. Overall we find
that very similar sessions cause the model to correctly assign a high score to symptomatic subjects
as well as to incorrectly assign a high score to healthy subjects (Fig. 3 upper half) and similarly for
(in-)correctly assigning low scores (Fig. 3 lower half).
6 Discussion & Future Work
The reported results have several potential limitations. For example, the generalization of our results
to the general population will be limited by size of the dataset and the fact that symptomatic subjects
were already diagnosed when entering the study.
Nevertheless, it is exciting that app usage alone captures systematic differences between healthy and
symptomatic subjects and we are actively pursuing multiple avenues to extend our model. There are
multiple parts in our model that can be replaced by more complex building blocks. For example, one
could use topic models [4] to extract session types or replace the logistic regression by a non-linear
classifier such as gradient boosted trees or neural networks. Additionally, we are aiming to incorporate
the ordering of the apps in each session as well as user context such as time of the day or a user’s
motion state into the session representation. Finally, we are exploring methods to learn the extraction
of session types jointly with the classification of cognitive health in and end-to-end fashion.
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